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The HP0-648 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The HP0-648 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The HP0-648 exam is very challenging, but with our HP0-648 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the HP0-648 exam on your FIRST TRY!
HP HP0-648 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for HP0-648 exam
- Try a demo before buying any HP exam
- HP0-648 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified HP0-648 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- HP0-648 tested and verified before publishing
- HP0-648 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- HP0-648 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring HP certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like HP0-648 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This HP0-648 test is an important part of HP certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The HP0-648 exam is essential and core part of HP certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real HP0-648 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your HP HP0-648 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your HP0-648 now!
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Question: 1
You have just finished configuring Multiple Spanning Tree (MST) on HP ProCurve 5348xl
switches at a customer site. While checking your configuration, you notice that two switches have
declared themselves to be the Root in one MST instance. How can you correct this configuration
error? Reconfigure the ____________.
A. bridge priority on one of the switches
B. switches so that they have the same configuration name and revision number
C. VLAN assignments on the switches
D. port priorities on the links between the switches
Answer: B
Question: 2
While troubleshooting a network outage, you decide to examine the Event log of an HP ProCurve
Switch 5348xl. Identify the command that filters reports of normal behavior from the console
display.
A. console events -n
B. console events critical
C. console events not-info
D. console events -c
Answer: C
Question: 3
You need to configure VLANs on an HP ProCurve 5300xl switch that is currently set to factory
defaults. You issue the CLI command no vlan 1 untagged a1-a4
What will the result of this command be?
A. Ports a1-a4 will be removed from VLAN 1.
B. You will receive an error saying you cannot remove the ports from VLAN 1.
C. The ports will become tagged members of VLAN 1.
D. You will receive a prompt asking which VLAN the ports should be assigned to.
Answer: B
Question: 4
You are assigned to a team that is designing a new HP ProCurve solution. The team soon will
begin work on diagramming the network's physical connectivity. What is the appropriate phase of
the design process for this activity?
A. assess customer needs
B. develop and propose a solution
C. implement and document the solution
D. it can be done in any phase
Answer: B
Question: 5
A network administrator asks you about the differences in the discovery features of HP ProCurve
Manager and HP ProCurve Manager Plus. Which statement describes these differences?
A. There is no difference between the discovery processes used by the two applications.
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